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Abstract
The double -o constraint in Japanese is often said to be merely a surface phenomenon, having 
nothing to do with syntactic ill-formedness. This attitude is carried over to the analysis of the so-
called V-tate construction by Kizu et al. (????), who claim that this construction even allows triple 
accusative NPs within a single clause.
The present paper provides arguments against this claim, as well as Kizu et al.’s proposed 
analysis of the V-tate construction itself, from facts about the argument structure of any given ordinary 
transitive verb, along with the notion of selection restriction. It suggests instead that the second 
accusative NP, namely the tate-phrase, in this construction is only a piece of additional information 
about the first, which is sometimes added as an afterthought, thus necessarily requiring a pause 
immediately before it.
Kizu et al. (????: ???) note that “[u]nlike Korean, multiple accusatives are not allowed in standard 
Japanese; this has been the prevalent view in Japanese syntax since Harada ????. ”?  However, 
along with Kuroda (????), some linguists have been arguing that this is not the case. Kizu et al. 
(ibid.) report that “Hiraiwa (????) examines the nature of the Double-o Constraint and claims 
that nothing prevents multiple accusatives in a single domain from occurring in narrow syntax, ” 
and they too support this view by providing arguments based on their analysis of what they call 
“Verb+tate constructions. ”
Citing Yamada (????), Kizu et al. explain the function of tate as follows: “ The nominal 
morpheme tate attaches to a transitive or unaccusative verb, to highlight the resultant state of the 
underlying object of the verb ” (????: ???). (?a-b) are two of their example sentences (= their 
(?a-b)).
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(?) a.  ? kōra-o tukuri-tate-o nom-asete kureru basyo-ga atte ne
      cola-ACC make-tate-ACC drink-CAUS give place-NOM exist SFP
     ‘ There  are  places  where  you  can  drink  freshly  made  cola. ’
 b. ? musi-mono-nado-o                    tukuri-tate-o      tabete   itadaite
       steam-thing-and.such-ACC          make-tate-ACC    eat        receive
       ori-masu
       exist. HUMBLE-POLITE
     ‘ You  can  eat  freshly  made  steamed  food  and  the  like. ’
Regarding (?a-b), Kizu et al. write that the sentences “are slightly degraded in acceptability due 
only to the presence of two accusatives ” and that “ ... acceptability can be increased by replacing 
the first accusative phrase with a focus marker, as in [(?a)], or by clefting or scrambling the two 
accusative phrases apart, as in [(?b-c)] (Hiraiwa ????) ” (????: ???).
(?) (= Kizu et al.’s (?))
 a. Tar?-ga        k?ra-mo/sae/wa/dake        tukuri-tate-o
  Taro-NOM    cola-also/even/TOP/only    make-tate-ACC
  nom-asete    kureta
  drink-CAUS  gave
 b. [Tar?-ga        tukuri-tate-o       nom-asete      kureta-no]-wa
  [Taro-NOM    make-tate-ACC    drink-CAUS    gave-NMLZ]-TOP
  k?ra(-o)-da? 
  cola(-ACC)-COP
 c. k?ra-o, Tar?-ga tukuri-tate-o nom-asete kureta?
  cola-ACC Taro-NOM make-tate-ACC  drink-CAUS gave
In other words, (?a-b) are assumed to be syntactically well-formed sentences.
In addition, they also claim that Japanese even allows multiple accusative NPs in the V-tate 
construction; (?a-b) below (= their (??a-b)) are their examples of triple accusative NPs.
(?) a.  ? John-ga gohan-o hokahoka-o taki-tate-o tabeta
     John-NOM rice-ACC warm-ACC cook-tate-ACC ate
     ‘ John  ate  freshly  cooked  hot  rice. ’
 b. ? Mary-ga  korokke-o atuatu-o age-tate-o dasita
       Mary-NOM croquette-ACC hot-ACC fry-tate-ACC served
     ‘ Mary  served  freshly  fried  hot  croquettes ’
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I have a lot of issues with their analysis of the V-tate construction, which we will see shortly, 
as well as the judgment given to the sentences in (?) and (?). In what follows, I will explain 
why and show how I am led to conclude that an ordinary single accusative NP analysis is more 
appropriate for the V-tate construction. Put another way, sentences like those in (?) and (?) must 
all be ungrammatical sentences.
1  Movement Analysis
Kizu et al. analyze the sequence k?ra-o tukuri-tate-o in (?a) as in (?).
(?) (= Kizu et al.’s (?))
 a. [NP [VP k?ra tukuri]-tate]-o                ?
            cola make-tate-ACC
 b. k?rai-o [NP [VP ti tukuri]-tate]-o
  cola-ACC make-tate-ACC
Tukur(i) ‘make ’ is an ordinary accusative-marking transitive verb (of creation), but when suffixed 
by tate, which indicates the resultant state of an action, it becomes an unaccusative predicate, 
owing to “ its semantics of delimitedness or telicity ” (Kizu et al. ????: ???). Thus, it comes to 
lose the ability to assign accusative case, and this in turn motivates the complement NP k?ra in (?) 
to move out of the VP for case assignment by the matrix verb, which independently case-marks its 
adjacent complement headed by the morpheme tate.? 
As for unaccusative verbs like kawak ‘dry ’ and umarer ‘be born,’ the addition of tate seems 
to vacuously render them unaccusative again, so (?a) and (?a) (= Kizu et al.’s (??b) and (??b)) are 
analyzed in exactly the same way, as shown in (?b) and (?b).
(?) a.  ? s?tu-o  kawaki-tate-o  tatanda
  sheet-ACC dry-tate-ACC folded
    ‘( I) folded  sheets  just  dried.’
 b. s?tui-o [NP [VP ti kawaki]-tate]-o tatanda
(?) a. ? neko-no akatyan-o umare-tate-o dakko  sita
       cat-GEN baby-ACC be.born-tate-ACC cuddled
    ‘( I) cuddled  kittens  just  born.’
 b. neko-no akatyani-o [NP [VP ti umare]-tate]-o dakko sita
However, this movement analysis doesn’t seem to be empirically supported. As Kizu et al. 
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note in their footnote ?, the caseless NP k?ra in (?a) can also move to “ the edge of its containing 
NP, which seems to allow genitive case to be licensed (Hiraiwa ????) ” (????: ???):
(?) (= Kizu et al.’s (ib) in their footnote ?)
 [NP k?rai-no [VP ti tukuri]-tate-o          Genitive argument
K?ra-o in (?b) and k?ra-no in (?) are both complements of the verb tukur(i), so they carry the 
same theta-role assigned by that verb. In fact, the analyses given in (?b) and (?) lead us to assume 
that they must be semantically identical in all relevant respects, since the movement of k?ra is 
motivated only by case assignment in both (?b) and (?). Now, compare (?a) (= Kizu et al.’s (?)) 
and (?b).
(?) a. ? Tar?-ga k?ra-o  tukuri-tate-o nom-asete kureta
      Taro-NOM cola-ACC make-tate-ACC drink-CAUS gave
     ‘ Taro  let  me  drink  freshly  made  cola.’? 
 b. ? Tar?-ga k?ra-o pepusi-no   tukuri-tate-o   nom-asete    kureta
     Pepsi-GEN
     ‘ Taro  let  me  drink  cola,  or  freshly  made  Pepsi,  to  be  more  specific.’
Notice that (?b) has the genitive-NP pepusi-no in addition to the accusative k?ra-o, and yet the 
resulting sentence is no worse than (?a). (Moving k?ra-o to sentence-initial position too results in 
a sentence no worse than (?c); but see endnote ?). Moreover, just as in (?a), using a focus marker (or 
a topic marker, to be more specific), as in (?), makes the sentence totally well-formed.
(?) Tar?-ga k?ra-wa pepusi-no tukuri-tate-o    ( zy?su-wa ringo-no 
   cola-TOP                                         juice-TOP apple-GEN 
 sibori-tate-o)    nom-asete kureta
 squeeze-tare-ACC
      ’ As  for  cola,  Taro  let  me  drink  freshly  made  Pepsi (and  as  for  juice, freshly 
 squeezed  apple  juice).
What this indicates is that k?ra-o in (?b) must be base-generated in its surface position, as shown 
in (??), since the verb tukur(i) is a verb that takes only one complement (*k?ki-o k?ra-o tukuru 
‘*make cola cake’). This analysis is supported by the fact that (?b) only allows the interpretation 
of pepusi-no, but not that of k?ra-o, as the complement of tukur(i).
(??) k?ra-o [NP pepusii-no [VP ti tukuri]-tate]-o
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The existence of a sentence like (?b) thus suggests that (?a) contains a pro at the edge of the 
relevant NP, as shown in (??a). In fact, this pro can be readily replaced by sore-no ‘it-GEN’ or an 
inherently genitive pronominal sono, as in (??b).
(??) a. k?ra-o [NP proi [VP ti tukuri]-tate]-o
 b. k?ra-o [NP sore-no/sonoi [VP ti tukuri]-tate]-o
Then, in the presence of pepusi-no, which is the sole complement of tukur(i), k?ra-o in (?b) cannot 
receive a theta-role from that verb, forcing us to interpret it as a complement of the higher verb 
nom ‘drink.’ However, nom too can take only one complement, which has to be the adjacent NP 
pepusi-no tukuri-tate-o. Then, k?ra-o fails to receive a theta-role, rendering the resulting sentence 
ungrammatical. Thus, the judgement of ? given to (?b) should really be *. Likewise, (?a), which 
contains a pro at the edge of the relevant NP, should also be judged syntactically ill-formed for the 
same reason.
It is my observation that the kind of double accusative sentences at issue here represent 
a colloquial way of specifying an accusative object by adding another expression that is se-
mantically more specific. In that sense, these sentences are similar to an English sentence like (??a).
(??) a.   I  like  linguistics, or  semantics, to  be  more  specific.
 b. *I  like  linguistics  semantics.
Structurally, [linguistics, or semantics, to be more specific] is treated as a single complement of 
like (which too takes exactly one complement) and therefore the resulting sentence in (??a) is 
fine with both linguistics and semantics. On the other hand, if they are placed one after the other 
without any expression that connects them, the result is an ungrammatical sentence, as in (??b).
This observation receives support from the fact that all the sentences with two accusa-
tive NPs in Kizu et al. ???? become impeccable by adding a connecting expression like sikamo
‘moreover, that is, actually,’ preceded by a slight pause, between the two NPs. (??) below is one 
such example.
(??)  Tar?-ga [k?ra-o, sikamo tukuri-tate-o] nom-asete kureta
 ‘( lit.)  Taro  let  me  drink  cola, actually, freshly  made  one. (Taro  let  me  drink  cola 
          — not  just  ordinary  cola, but  freshly  made  one.)’
But it is true that there are speakers who omit an expression like sikamo altogether in daily 
conversation. And yet, they actually replace it with a pause, which functions as a signal of 
rephrasing the original object with more specific information. Thus, a sentence like (?a) always 
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gives an impression that the speaker is adding his/her afterthought. Without a pause, however, the 
resulting sentence is simply ungrammatical, just as (??b) is.
2  Triple accusative construction
Kizu et al. go on to claim that even sentences with three accusative NPs are possible in the V-tate 
construction. Let’s look at their examples in (?a-b) again, which are repeated below as (??a-b).
(??) a.  ? John-ga gohan-o hokahoka-o taki-tate-o tabeta
      John-NOM rice-ACC warm-ACC cook-tate-ACC ate
     ‘ John  ate  freshly  cooked  hot  rice.’
 b. ? Mary-ga korokke-o atuatu-o age-tate-o dasita
  Mary-NOM croquette-ACC hot-ACC fry-tate-ACC served
     ‘ Mary  served  freshly  fried  hot  croquettes.’
They state that this is predicted by Saito’s (????) theory of case, which stipulates that “ accusative 
case is valued through merge with the phase head v ” (Kizu et al. ????: ???). Since predicates 
headed by tate are rendered unaccusative and thus lack the vP layer, they cannot assign accusative 
case. This sounds like a plausible reason for the complement of a V-tate to move up in order to 
receive case from a higher verb, as we saw in the previous section. However, I don’t see why it 
predicts triple occurrences of accusative-marked NP in the construction at hand.
Let us see how the three accusative NPs in (??b) might be derived. Atuatu ‘hot’ is a mimetic 
expression that describes either the way dishes are prepared/cooked or the condition of dishes as a 
result of cooking. Therefore, it seems reasonable to suppose that it originally appears with age ‘fry,’ 
not with the main verb das ‘serve,’ as indicated in (??).
(??) korokkei-o  atuatuj-o  [NP [VP tj ti age]-tate]-o das
This analysis might be supported by the fact that atuatu is semantically suitable as a modifier of 
the verb age, as opposed to an expression like katikati ‘hard,’ which is not; the latter only goes 
well with verbs such as katamer ‘harden’ and k?raser ‘freeze’:
(??) a. atuatu-ni/# katikati-ni ageru          b. katikati-ni/#atuatu-ni katameru
   hot-to solid-to fry                   solid-to hot-to harden
   ‘ fry (something) hot/#solid’                ‘ harden (something) solid/#hot
However, not only atuatu but also katikati can reasonably modify korokke, as in (??).
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(??) katikati-no/atuatu-no korokke-o  tabeta
       ‘( I) ate a hardened/hot  croquette.’
Returning now to the analysis in (??), we should note that as a modifier (or a resultative ex-
pression?) of the verb age, atuatu must be accompanied by a postposition ni, as shown in (??). In 
that sense, there is no reason for atuatu-ni to move up to receive case.? Hence, the analysis in (??) 
doesn’t seem to be a viable option, for this purely theoretical reason.
Another possibility is the analysis in (??), in which atuatu appears as a base-generated 
accusative object of das, with the meaning along the lines of ‘hot one.’ Then, atuatu is not di-
rectly related to age. 
(??) korokkei-o atuatu-o [NP [VP ti age]-tate]-o das
But again, in terms of argument structure, we face the same problem as before. Das too is a verb 
that takes only one direct object (in addition to an indirect object); that is, it has only one THEME 
theta-role to assign. In the case of (??), this theta-role is assigned to age-tate-o, the accusative-
marked constituent closest to das. Then, atuatu-o, which is also an accusative NP, fails to receive a 
theta-role, and this should result in an ungrammatical sentence. Notice that there is nothing wrong 
with atuatu-o functioning as a direct object of das per se, as long as it is a single object of that 
verb. If fact, it can readily undergo ordinary passivization:
(??) a. itumo atuatu-o dasu mise
  always hot-ACC serve shop
   ‘ a  restaurant  where (they) always  serve  hot  dishes’
 b. itumo atuatu-ga das-are-ru mise
  always hot-NOM serve-PASS-PRES shop
   ‘ a  restaurant  where  freshly  made  hot  dishes  are  always  served’
Therefore, (??) cannot be regarded as a legitimate structural analysis, either.
There is one more relevant point that should be noted regarding (??). According to Ki-
zu et al., the order of atuatu-o and age-tate-o is reversible (their footnote ? = (??) below), so the 
structure in (??) must also be allowed.
(??) korokkei-o [NP [VP ti age]-tate]-o atuatu-o das
Here, atuatu-o appears next to das in the canonical object position, to which the sole THEME 
theta-role is assigned. But this in turn renders age-tate-o theta-role-less, so in either way, an 
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ungrammatical result is expected.? 
Furthermore, what is stated about (??a-b) in Kizu et al.’s footnote ? itself is puzzling, even 
if it might be descriptively accurate:
(??) Here, the order of the mimetic NP and the tate NP can be switched, but the initial 
 NP, the thematic argument of the predicate, must precede the other two.
In this respect, let’s consider (??b) again. The initial NP is said to be a thematic argument, but of 
which predicate? If “ the predicate” in (??) is meant to be the matrix predicate das, then the initial 
NP korokke-o must receive a theta-role from that verb, which would leave age-tate-o and atuatu-o 
without a theta-role, making them on a par with adjuncts. If so, (??) would mean that a complement 
must be placed farther away from the verb than adjuncts, which runs counter to what is generally 
observed in natural languages. For example, unlike (??a), (??b) is ungrammatical, for an adjunct [at 
ten o’clock] intervenes between the verb laughed and its complement [at the clown].
(??) (= Radford's ???? (??a-b) on page ???)
 a. He laughed  [at the clown] [at ten o’clock]
 b.* He laughed  [at ten o’clock] [at the clown]
On the other hand, if korokke-o is a thematic argument of age and later moves to the 
domain of the matrix verb das to receive case, as in (??) and (??), then, as far as das is con-
cerned, korokke-o is only an adjunct, in the sense that it is not its argument. Atuatu-o too must be 
an adjunct, since the THEME theta-role of das is assigned to the verb’s innermost accusative NP 
age-tate-o. If so, however, it becomes problematic to observe that the order of the two adjuncts 
korokke-o and atuatu-o isn’t reversible, when that of atuatu-o and age-tate-o is, despite the fact that 
atuatu-o is an adjunct and age-tate-o a complement. Usually, the order of two adjuncts is freer, as 
in (??a-b), as opposed to that of a complement and an adjunct, which is stricter, as shown in (??c-d).
(??) a. I  will  see [you] [at ten o’clock] [in the classroom]
 b. I  will  see [you] [in the classroom] [at ten o’clock]
 c. * I  will  see [at ten o’clock] [you] [in the classroom]
 d. * I  will  see [in the classroom] [you] [at ten o’clock]
Thus, it appears impossible to derive grammatical sentences with three accusative-marked 
phrases like (??a-b) without facing any theoretical problems. Moreover, this conclusion seems 
compatible with actual data as well, since I have never met even a single native speaker of 
Japanese who regards (??a-b) as grammatical sentences. Therefore, I am inclined to conclude here 
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that they are actually ungrammatical sentences.
3  A single accusative NP analysis
Considering the fact that verbs like nom ‘drink’ and tabe ‘eat’ are single-complement verbs, I 
am led to assume that sentences with two accusative phrases like (?a-b) are also syntactically ill-
formed (unless there is a pause between the phrases); they contain one complement too many. 
(??a-b) are two more ungrammatical sentences of this type.
(??) a. * Tanaka-san-wa gohan-o taki-tate-o   tabe-nai
        Tanaka-Mr.-TOP rice-ACC cook-tate-ACC eat-NEG
     ‘( intended) Mr. Tanaka doesn’t eat freshly cooked rice.’
  b. * ok?san-wa tenpura-o age-tate-o katta
  mother-TOP tempura-ACC fry-tate-ACC bought
    ‘( My) mother  bought  freshly  fried  tempura.’
In contrast with (??a-b), Kizu et al. report that (??a-b) (= their (??a-b)), in which the tate phrase 
has been moved to sentence-initial position, are totally grammatical, and I agree with their 
judgment.
(??) a. taki-tate-sika  Tanaka-san-wa  gohan-o  tabe-nai
                    NPI
    ‘ Mr. Tanaka  eats  only  freshly  cooked  rice.’
 b.  age-tate-dake  ok?san-wa  tenpura-o  katta
                   only
   ‘( My)  mother  bought  only  freshly  fried  tempura.’
In (??a), the tate phrase is suffixed by the so-called negative polarity item sika, and in (??b) by 
a focus marker dake ‘only.’ Thus, (??a-b) each have only one accusative-marked object, which 
seems to be the reason why they sound totally well-formed. At this point, one might wish to claim 
that taki-tate-sika and age-tate-dake are concealed accusative objects of tabe ‘eat’ and katta 
‘bought,’ so they still count as accusative-marked NP complements. In reality, however, they 
seem to be functioning as adverbial adjuncts, each modifying the predicates gohan-o tabe-nai 
and tenpura-o katta, respectively. In other words, gohan-o in (??a) must be base-generated as the 
sole object of tabe, and tenpura-o in (??b) as that of katta, each receiving a theta-role from their 
corresponding verbs. This is so because taki-tate-sika and age-tate-dake are entirely omissible; 
notice that the sentences without them in (??a-b) are fully grammatical.
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(??) a. Tanaka-san-wa  gohan-o  tabe-nai
    ‘ Mr.  Tanaka doesn’t  eat  rice.’
 b.  ok?san-wa  tenpura-o  katta
   ‘( My) mother  bought  tempura.’
In that sense, (??a-b) must be structurally parallel to (??a-b), in which yukkurito-sika and kono-
mise-de-dake are clearly adjuncts.
 (??) a. yukkurito-sika  Tanaka-san-wa  gohan-o  tabenai
  slowly
    ‘ Mr.  Tanaka  eats  rice  only  slowly.’
  b. kono-mise-de-dake  ok?san-wa tenpura-o  kau
  this-shop-at         buy
   ‘( My)  mother  buys  tempura  only  at  this  shop.’
Besides, the following observation reveals that the initial accusative NP in this construction 
actually does not originate as a complement of the verb suffixed by tate (i.e. it doesn’t receive a 
theta-role from that verb). Both tukuri-tate-o nonda ‘drank freshly made one’ and tukuri-tate-o 
tabeta ‘ate freshly made one’ are semantically sound verb phrases, but #k?ki-o nonda ‘#drank a cake’ 
and #k?ra-o tabeta ‘#ate cola’ are not, for they blatantly violate “selection restrictions” (Radford 
????: ???) imposed by nonda and tabeta on their complements. Now, observe (??), which is 
identical to (?a), except for the verb suffixed by the causative verb.
(??) *# Tar?-ga k?ra-o tukuri-tate-o tabe-sasete kureta
  Taro-NOM cola-ACC make-tate-ACC eat-CAUS gave
  ‘ Taro  let  me  eat  freshly  made  cola.’
Here, the same violation of tabe’s selection restriction is detected (i.e. cola is not something that 
we eat; it’s something that we drink), a fact that couldn’t be explained if k? ra-o were a com-
plement of tukur(i) ‘make’; hence, it must be a complement of tabe. Then, that verb has one 
complement too many. Thus, (??), as well as (?a), is a syntactically ill-formed sentence (regardless 
of the selection restriction violation noted here).
Nevertheless, Kizu et al. claim that there is evidence that indicates the existence of a trace of 
k?ra-o within the tate phrase in (?a). (??a-b) (= their (??a-b)) are their relevant examples.? 
(??) a. * Tar?-ga [tj  tukuri-tate]-ok  k?raj-o  tk nom-asete kureta
  Taro-NOM make-tate-ACC cola-ACC drink-CAUS gave
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     ‘( lit.) Freshly  made, Taro  let  me  drink  cola.’
 b. *[ tj tukuri-tate]-ok Tar?-ga k?raj-o    tk  nom-asete kureta
   make-tate-ACC Taro-NOM cola-ACC drink-CAUS gave
     ‘( lit.)  Freshly  made, Taro  let  me  drink  cola.’
In these sentences, the tate phrase, which contains a trace of k? ra-o, moves over k? ra-o. 
“ Consequently, the ungrammaticality of these examples is accounted for as a violation of the 
Proper Binding Condition [or the PBC] (Fiengo ????) ” (Kizu et al. ????: ???). 
This cannot be true, however. Notice that (??a-b) are impeccable sentences, despite the 
fact that they are structurally the same as (??b) in terms of the PBC, especially under the as-
sumption that the moved tate-phrases are concealed accusative NPs. If there is really a trace of the 
initial accusative NP within the tate phrase in this construction, how is the violation of the PBC 
circumvented in (??a-b)? The suffixation of sika/dake doesn’t seem to eliminate the unbound trace 
for any plausible reason.
(??a-b) are grammatical, since they each contain only one object. (??a-b) are ungram-
matical precisely because they both have one complement too many — with or without the 
movement of the tate phrase. This seems to be the most straightforward conclusion that we can 
reach from all the facts pointed out in this paper about V-tate sentences involving transitive verbs 
like nom, tabe, kaw, and das. 
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Endnotes
? The double -o constraint is generally assumed to be non-existent in Korean, but I wonder if it is an 
observationally adequate characterization of Korean syntax. For most ordinary native speakers, this 
constraint seems very much in effect, since I have never met Korean speakers who accept sentences with 
two accusative-marked NPs within a single clause. Moreover, I was once told by a Korean student of 
linguistics that such sentences are accepted only by a small number of syntacticians. Very unnerving, if 
true.
? I will not discuss the derivation of the sentence in (?b) in the present paper, since the structure of cleft 
sentence in Japanese is a thorny issue, and it certainly constitutes a topic for an independent paper. 
? To me, this sentence still sounds syntactically ill-formed, owing to the presence of two accusative 
objects.
? Kizu et al. point out that there are exceptions to this explanation, such as (ia-b) below (= their (??a) and 
(??a)).
  (i) a.  sono hito-ga daigaku-o sotugy? si-tate-da
           that person-NOM college-ACC graduate do-tate-COP
          ‘ That  person  has  just  graduated  from  college.’
   b. kodomo-ga  piano-o narai-tate-da
           child-NOM piano-ACC learn-tate-da
          ‘ The  child  has  just  learned  piano.’
 Notice that the accusative object retains its case in these V-tate sentences. 
  I will not discuss these sentences at this time, however, since they are beyond the scope the present 
paper. See Kizu et al.’s original work for their explanation.
? Kizu et al’s translation of (?a) is ‘Taro let me drink freshly brewed beer,’ but it is clearly a careless 
mistake on their part.
? If we take atuatu as a resultative expression, then the order of the two traces within the VP in (??) 
should be reversed. This is so because korokke-o atuatu-ni ageru should then be the unmarked word 
order. If so, however, the surface order of korokke-o atuatu-o in (??) becomes difficult to achieve in 
the presence of the Minimal Link Condition (Chomsky ????). Notice that both korokke and atuatu are 
assumed to move for the same reason of receiving case.
? Ni here may be a realization of genitive case. Granted that it is so, atuatu-ni still will not have a reason 
to move up, since it is then already case-marked. Or it may be an infinitival form of the copula da. This 
is unlikely, however, since there doesn’t seem to be any good reason for the copula ni to drop here, 
motivating atuatu to raise.
? Instead of base-generation, one might wish to argue for the operation of scrambling in order to explain 
the new word order here. However, that analysis still won’t solve the problem of producing an argument 
NP without a theta-role.
? ‘(lit.) Freshly made, Taro gave me cola’ is the translation provided for (??a-b) by Kizu et al., but this 
must be another careless mistake on their part, since the translation doesn’t include the part nom-asete 
‘let drink.’
